Prairie Fire
A Great Plains History
Julie Courtwright

“Fire has been a primal force in the American heartland—a tool and a threat, a source of terror and wonder. The burned and the unburned blend with the very identities of Plains peoples—yet before now no one has told its story. Courtwright has taken up that challenge, and her history, grandly researched and clearly told, is an essential addition to Western environmental studies.”—Elliott West, author of The Contested Plains: Indians, Goldseekers, and the Rush to Colorado

“For too long the Great Plains have been the flyover region of American fire history. Thanks to Courtwright’s detailed and admirable work, they can now move from missing middle back to the center.”—Stephen Pyne, author of Fire: A Brief History

264 pages, 11 photos, 1 map, Cloth $29.95
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Counterculture Green
The Whole Earth Catalog and American Environmentalism
Andrew G. Kirk

“Kirk traces an unfamiliar genealogy of contemporary American environmentalism through the life of one of its most influential publications, the Whole Earth Catalog and its iconoclastic publisher, Stewart Brand. . . . His hopeful and carefully researched book brings a sense of order and context to a notoriously decentralized and nebulous movement and deepens our understanding of postwar environmentalism.”—The Bloomsbury Review

320 pages, 40 illustrations, Paper $19.95
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